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Following the massive
destruction caused by the
Blast at the Port of Beirut,
AUB USAID HES and RSS
scholars joined different
forces on the ground to help
all affected communities
during these difficult
circumstances. Despite the
overwhelming effect of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
prevailing atmosphere of fear
and uncertainties caused by
the economic crisis that
Lebanese citizens were 
 surviving, the scholars
stepped down and offered
themselves willingly knowing
that a small act can make a
big difference.

It was August 5, 2020 5:53 am.
The sun rose to shed the lights
of hope over a destroyed city--
A city that was once called the
Paris of the Middle East.
Restless citizens of Karantina,
Gemmayze, and Mar Mikhael--
the three most affected areas
by the blast--arose from their
couches and looked out over
their destroyed balcony after
hearing the shouts of resilient
youth, 

"Hadan baddo
mouse3ade?" (which

translates to, "Any one
needs a hand?" 

On this day, AUB USAID HES
called for volunteers to join
forces and encouraged students
to step down and help people
recover.  However, the program
management of USAID HES was
not surprised by the students'
swift report that they are already
on the ground. Almost fifty
students were down the ground
helping out cleaning debris,
providing food, doing
assessments, and motivating
other youth to do the same.

This devastating explosion has
touched the entire community,
but the resilience of AUB USAID
scholars guarantee that Lebanon
will rise from the ashes.  
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Beirut Recovery Initiatives
48%

Food Drives Initiatives
18%

NGOs
14%

Student Led Initiatives
10%

Other 
10%

In Numbers
Volunteering 

The numbers of volunteering
activity in the chart above were
obtained from the CCECS center at
AUB by the end of August, 2020.  
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HUSSAM A.B, SARA E.H, MARIA N.K, AND
MELHEM R. 
With brooms and shovels, AUB USAID USP
students Hussam Al Basha, Sara El Hajj,
Maria Naser El Khoury, and Melhem
Rahme took the streets of the Capital
Beirut to clean up the debris caused by the
third largest explosion in history..

Without calling for volunteers, the four students
teamed up and decided to join Caritas Lebanon,
a non-governmental organization which serve
the poor communities and to promote charity
and justice. The team scooped up shattered
drywalls, and swept glass from Mar Michael
street and Armenia street.
"I know that Beirut will rise again. It shall rise
and we are present on the ground today and
everyday of this week to make this happen
though we have a heartbreak the size of
10,452km2," says Maria.
Reflecting the true spirit of Beirut, AUB USAID-
USP students continue to assist those in need
for help throughout the upcoming week.
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OMAR KAMMOUNI 

AUB USAID-USP Student Omar Kammouni
was quick to land a helping hand to the army
of  volunteers who came up with a
spontaneous campaign to salvage and clean
up homes’ wreckage caused by the blast of
Tuesday, August 4, 2020.

“I had mixed feelings throughout the entire
activity process. Sadness and happiness were
hitting my cores. I felt sadness, pain, and agony
seeing the aftermath of the explosion and every
time I looked around me I was haunted by these
feelings. We’ve lost many dear people to all of us.
At the same time, I was happy to be there
helping my community stand up again and
cooperate with a group of volunteers that I have
not met before,” says Kammouni.
AUB USAID-USP students like Omar did not
think twice before deciding to go on-ground to
help. Their spontaneous actions are
overwhelming and brings back the hope of a
better tomorrow.
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AUB USAID-USP Ahmad Wehbe, computer
science, assisted the relief efforts of DPNA
Lebanon in sealing windows and installing
temporary main doors for families who got
affected by the blast of last week.

Many houses and buildings are beyond repair.
Seeing torn doors and broken windows is heart
breaking. Whatever we have done to help is not
enough, and it is only temporary. People cannot
leave their houses and they don’t have the
money to repair anything. I really hope this
situation will change as soon as possible,” said
Ahmad.

Ahmad Wehbe’s effort might be a small act of
landing a helping hand but has definitely a big
impact. Forces of AUB USAID-USP students is
helping people stay in their homes."
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CHARBEL DIB 
AUB USAID USP student Charbel Dib,
mathematics, took the streets of Karantina
this week to haul away wreckage and detect
damages under the supervision of the Diocese
of Beirut.

“Detecting the damages, I felt so happy to see
some reassurance on people’s face. I wanted to
help all those who needed my support as much
as I can. Nine hours passed and I did not feel
tired at all. Instead, I felt the need to do more,
and that pushed me to go back again the next
day. The least we can do today is hear people
and give them the right support. I know that this
crisis too shall pass,” says Charbel.

The list of services that our AUB USAID USP
students are offering keeps expanding every day.
Their boundless love and compassion are a great
memento that love can heal.
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GHINWA AL KERDY

Believing that hunger can make a thief of any
man, AUB USAID USP student Ghinwa Al
Kerdy, Mathematics, joined other  SOS
volunteers and helped them distribute food
boxes to the people who got affected by the
Blast of Beirut.

“People lost their homes with everything inside.
They were clueless and they were not able to do
anything on the spot. The trauma is bigger than we
think. These boxes could support them at least for
some time until they find a way to deal with the
mess. We are facing a very crucial situation where
everyone should help in any way. Lebanon today,
with the help of NGOs and volunteers, will be able
to get out of this situation if and only if we all
cooperated together,” says Ghinwa.

By sharing their volunteering experience, AUB
USAID USP students are showing the world what
we can all do together, if and only if we stand as
one. 
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FARAH KAMALEDDINE, TAMARA KHOURY

Knowing that immediate action is
imperative, AUB USAID-USP Farah
Kamaleddine, agriculture, and Tamara
Khoury, psychology, were willing to put
themselves out and join the Lebanese Red
Cross forces to help citizens of Beirut get
back to their ritual pace.

“Assisting families emotionally after this disaster is a
rewarding experience. I got anxious first seeing this
horrible aftermath and filling up surveys with the
citizens of Mar Michael, Achrafieh, and Gemmayze. I
didn’t let my anxiety stop me from doing what is
needed. I told myself, if I didn’t step in and help then
who will? Our support as Red Cross members is not
over yet. It was just the beginning of a long journey,”
says Tamara.

The life-changing experience of Kamaleddine and
Khoury has an enormous impact on their community’s
health and well-being. Their unstoppable support
reflects the spirit our AUB USAID-USP students—the
leaders of tomorrow.
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JIHANE CHARAF EL DINE

Putting her heart, energy, and time to serve
those who got affected by the blast of
Tuesday, AUB USAID-USP Jihane Charaf El
Dine, Business Administration, stepped into
the kitchen of Sawa Mninjah to participate in
a food donation drive organized in Tripoli to
support the citizens of Beirut who are in dire
need.

“I stepped into Sawa’s kitchen on the 6th of
August. We prepared over 360 meals, packed
them, and then we all drove to Beirut to
distribute them”, says Jihane, “We will not give
up on anyone. Those are our people and we will
stand by them. I have hope that our beautiful
capital Beirut will rise again. We will make it
happen."
Charaf El Dine believes that any support is giving
the absolute minimum resources necessary to
survive these challenging times. USAID-USP
students will remain present on the ground
relentless in their efforts to clean up their city
and help out the people of Beirut..
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DIAMANT YOUSSEF 

AUB USAID-USP student Diamant
Youssef was not able to be on the
ground in Beirut, but that did not
stop her from offering the necessary
aid to the 300,000 homeless families.
“With the rise of Covid-19 cases, I
couldn’t take the risk of going down on
the ground, especially that I have a
family member with a low immune
system. I asked myself what can I do?
How can I create an impact in my
society today from my comfort? I
wanted to contribute in some way. I
wanted to be one of the people who are
making the transition happen. Although
my contribution was so little, I can tell
how volunteering is one of the most
transformative experiences on a
personal level and on a social level as
well,” says Diamant.

Youssef helped pioneers in her village
Amchit, Byblos to gather food,
medicines,
and clothing that are yet to be
distributed by the Lebanese Red Cross.
AUB USAID-USP students are reminding
us daily that we are all connected
regardless of our
differences.
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USP VII Ahmad Kanaan, Ghinwa
Khattab, Daniel Zwaihed, and
Maria Shmoury, volunteered with
the Nation Station to participate in
various relief efforts targeting the
people that were directly affected
by the Beirut Blast. 

Not only, volunteers assisted in
conducting surveys to assess
people’s needs in the areas that
were most damaged, and then
helped in distributing food boxes
and medical supplies accordingly.
In addition to that, they provided
support in clearing debris of
houses and public spaces.

"Assessment is important. It
helped us understand the amount
of damage and we were able to
know what exactly needs to be
done. Without assessments, how
could any of us know where to
start in this chaos?" asked Kanaan.  

Ahmad Kanaan, Ghinwa Khattab,
Daniel Zwaihed, and Maria Shmoury,
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Making Home Feel Safe Again
Brady Black

She graduated in spring 2019 and
was able to secure a temporary
job in one of the NGOs that works
to apply behavioral solutions to
the policy challenges that
Lebanon faces. At the moment,
Rewa is unemployed and her
status has pushed her to come up
with an initiative on the spot the
night of the Blast that happened
back in August 4, 2020.

“I did not think. I just reacted to
what I have seen on televisions
and social media platforms. The
need to do something for myself
and for my community is what
made RenovateBeirut come to
life,” says Rewa.

Born in November 22nd, 1997 to a family of five in
Ru'Aysat Salima Mount-Lebanon, Rewa El Masry is
one of many skilled USAID Alumni who are still
involved in community service projects. El Masry
majored in Economics and minored in Political
Sciences.
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“RenovateBeirut,” happened with the
help of a few friends. Up till this day,
Rewa and her friends were able to
renovate/help up to 35 houses that got
affected in Beirut. 

The USAID USP directors, Dr. Samar
Harkous, Director of the AUB USAID USP
program, and Dr. Malek Tabbal, provost
designee in AUB USAID USP, visited the
biggest renovation site on September 24,
2020. 
 El Masry and Co. in RenovateBeirut are
currently doing a major renovation to a
house in Gemmayze. They are taking
down some walls, changing the floors’
tiles, adding new doors inside and
outside the house, etc. 

Renovation in the process. 



The purpose of her initiative is to "make
homes feel safe again", which is why
Rewa decided that her slogan should
speak what this disaster response is all
about—“Making home feel safe again.” 

El Masry is looking forward with her
fellow mates in the project to getting
30,000$ as funds to continue the
renovation to severely affected houses.

The biggest renovation happening  by RenovateBeirut.

Rewa guiding the USAID USP Team into a newly renovated house.



AUB USAID USP students at the
American University of Beirut, Ali Haidar
(Mechanical Engineer), Ali Ibrahim
(Computer and Communication
Engineer), Ahmad Ghandour (Computer
Science), Mahdi Matout (Computer
Science), Nabila Ayoubi (Computer
Science), Lama Amine (Landscape
Architecture) and Talal Abwe
(Mathematics), were among many
committed AUB USAID USP volunteers
that joined the “Beirut Recovery
Project”, an initiative launched by the
AUB Center for Civic Engagement and
Community Service (CCECS) at AUB in
response to the catastrophic explosion
that hit the port of Beirut. Volunteers
came together to support individuals and
families living or working in the areas
that were mostly affected by the massive
blast around the port, namely, Mar
Mikhael Street, Geitawi, and Karantina.
With the aim to ensure these families
stay in their homes, volunteers helped in
clearing debris, sealing broken windows,
and assisted in minor renovation works.

As Lebanon suffers one of its worst calamities,
these hard-working and driven volunteers were
able to assist in alleviating the suffering of the
country.

This experience, enabled them, to process the
emotional shock of such a singularly tragic
event, allowing them to connect to and serve
their communities, when it is needed the most.

 

AUB USAID USP students with Dean Nadia Al Sheikh in Karantina.

Beirut Recovery Project
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This book is packed with exciting news and
views about the University Scholarship Program
(USP) at AUB. The American people through the
United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) fund this impactful
program at $42million to AUB to support nearly
400 scholarship students in pursuing
undergraduate degrees in diverse majors. USP
students are public school graduates who come
from Lebanon’s 26 districts with equal gender
representation. The main objective of the
scholarship is to give young students from
disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds
access to high-quality college education. The
scholarship includes full coverage of tuition
fees, housing or transportation allowances,
books, a laptop and stipends for the students’
duration of study. Each semester is full of new
developments given how dynamic and engaged
USP students are! The program provides
students with life enriching experiences since
USP scholars participate in an intensive civic
engagement and leadership development
program that encompasses extensive volunteer
work, workshops, training, internships in
community organizations, and community-
based projects driven by teamwork in their own
communities. 
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